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Project overview
Exploiting Orbital Angular Momentum (OAM) modes as independent
channels to increase optical fiber capacity.

In multimode fiber (MMF)
propagation, modes spatially
overlap inside the structure
giving rise to mode coupling
and related impairments.
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Mode Division Multiplexing,
as an additive layer to Wavelength Division Multiplexing

MDM challenging points
!OAM modes as transmission modes :
- limited intermodal crosstalk in short optical links
- enable increasing of throughput
!all-optical OAM-mode MUX/DEMUX and switching
• high speed
• energy saving
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Project objective: developing an all-optical
OAM demultiplexer
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Cylindrical-lenses Mach-Zender
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interferometer based demux
for OAM modes
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2.
Porro prism Michelson interferometer
based
demux for OAM modes c[JG!PLJQKIRLP:!GHSG!QSF!GH[J!SMMT\!GN!GHL!3?2!PLV[]!QNFWIZ[KSGINF7!!
with l= 0 and l=1
3.

Transmission of two OAM modes (of orders 0
and 1) carrying different 10-Gbit/s NRZ-OOK
signals and direct detection after OAM mode
demux for both configurations

4.

Improvement of the Porro-prism
configuration by replacing a beam splitter
with a polarizing beam splitter + faraday
rotator
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Chapter 2. Mechanical twist applied to optical fibers

First year achievements

2.2 Twist of optical fibers

2.2.1 Mechanical torsion of a circular prismatic bar
Twist refers to the torsion of a straight bar when it is loaded by moments, or
torques, that tend to produce a rotation about the longitudinal axis of the bar [21].
For our purposes it useful to consider the torsion of a prismatic bar of circular
cross-section twisted by torques acting at the end. Since every cross section of the
bar is identical and subjected to the same internal torque, the bar is said to be in
pure torsion.
In terms of the strain tensor, it is clear that the twist produces shear strains but no
tensile strains, this means that the strain coefficients on the diagonal of the strain
tensor representing the mechanical stress of twist are all equal to zero, that is

In fibre demultiplexer:
!

Study of OAM modes transmission in twisted fibre

!

Experimental verification of twist-induced pattern
rotation in OAM modes
⇥xx = ⇥yy = ⇥zz = 0.

(2.36)

The off-diagonal coefficients, instead, have to be evaluated considering that during
the twist every cross-section of the bar remains identical in shape while every
straight longitudinal line on the surface of the bar is transformed into a helical
curve, as showed in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Deformation of a circular bar in pure torsion.

Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 are representations of the effect of twist on the circular
bar in the xy, xz and yz planes, respectively. They are useful for the evaluation of
the torsional strain coefficients. The twist rate is denoted with .

l = OAM
σ =state of polarization

Twist-induced pattern rotation is proportional to TOTAL
ANGULAR MOMENTUM
52
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Plan of Second Year: focus on conceiveing an in
fibre-demultiplexer
! Verify twisting fibre image rotation
for higher modes
! Studying other stressing effect on
OAM modes image rotation
! Exploit fibre twisting or stressing
image rotation to conceive in-fibre
demultiplexer
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Plan of Second Year:
focus on conceiveing an in fibredemultiplexer
! Verify twisting fibre image rotation
for higher modes
! Studying other stressing effect on
OAM modes image rotation
! Exploit fibre twisting or stressing
image rotation to conceive in-fibre
demultiplexer
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γ (C) = −σ Ω(C)

Helical winding effect on optical beam
propagating in fibre
The Pancharatnam-Berry phase:
When the State of Polarization of an optical beam
describes a cyclic evolution, the beam acquires an
additional geometric phase equal to one half of the
solid angle subtended by the cyclic path of the SOP
on the Poincaré sphere.

γ (C) = −σ Ω(C)
If the beam also
carries OAM

γ (C) = −(σ + l) Ω(C)
Helical winding

In the case of a uniform helix with circle C,
helical pitch p, and arc length s:
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Rotation angle of the plane of
polarization due to Berry’s phase
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Berry’s phase in beams carrying
orbital angular momentum l=1

2.5
theory
experimental results
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γ (C) = −(σ + l) Ω(C)
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Berry’s phase in beams carrying (σ,l) equal
to (1,0) and (1,1)
2
(σ,l)=(1,1)
theory for (1,1)
(σ,l)=(0,1)
theory for (0,1)

1.5

The rotation
rate of the
beam pattern
is doubled
when OAM is
equal to 1
compared with
OAM = 0
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Optical activity of a coiled fibre is
exploitable to generate a fibre
demultiplexer based on OAM modes
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Next steps
!

Both twisting and winding are eligible for in-fibre
demultiplexer

-

Verify phase shift for higher modes

-

develop a demultiplexer demonstrator based on the
more suitable fibre stress.

FIBRE
STRESSING

+

DEMULTIPLEXER
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GRAZIE DELL’ATTENZIONE

DOMANDE
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